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book as advertised This is not a comment on the Book titled Stolen Legacy by George G M James who is a wonderful 
author and writer This is to alert the public that this book with this cover is a copyright infringement book The original 
book published by Philosophical Library in 1954 First Print In this bold and uncompromising book George G M James 
argues that the ldquo Greek philosophy rdquo in which nearly all of Western culture has its roots actually originated in 
ancient Egypt Drawing on careful historical research and a radical rethinking of the conventional narrative of Greek 
history James asserts that our celebration of the ancient Greeks as the creators of Western civilization and philosophy 
is misattributed In fact he argues our praise excellent book roxanne warner great book luther warner From the Back 
Cover The book is an attempt to show that the true authors of Greek philosophy were not the Greeks but the people of 
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